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5. Abstract (300 words):
Biophilic design aims to connect the ecology of a place to its culture, history and beauty to create urban spaces that have the ability to regenerate life. This paper will examine the social, environmental and technical features as well as cultural indicators of thriving urban streets with visible biophilic elements. People spend ten times more time in streets than they do in parks, yet streets tend to be designed without a profound analysis of their potential for becoming healthy and thriving spaces, not only
communication links. Drawing on a number of case studies, this paper will describe how biophilic methodology and approach to urban street design has the ability to enhance humans' and nature's well-being, and leads to achieving urban sustainability goals.

By examining selected case studies, focusing on their environmental, social and health benefits, this paper will show that the transition from 'design as usual' to biophilic design is necessary in order to transform the urban streets into human-friendly, regenerative and nature-rich spaces.

This comparative analysis is an opportunity for a better understanding of what makes a healthy, human-friendly city and how a nature-centred design approach can convert windswept pavements into liveable urban public spaces. The paper will finish with a brief consideration of the implications of the research findings for guiding policies on urban design and planning.
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